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The Project Brief

PROJECT BRIEF
Brand Name
Vegas Stacks
Nature of business
Specializing in sales of high quality poker chips
Project
To launch Vegas Stacks brand poker chips in Singapore
Contact Info
Natt Srinara
nattsrinara@yahoo.com.sg
Mobile: 94881300
Brand DNA
•

Brand Benefit: Entertainment, enjoyment and promotes social interaction.

•

Brand Credibility: High quality chips, reasonable premium cost, durable and aesthetically
                     pleasing, portable and website for reference.

•
•
•

Brand Character: Funky, urban, modern, vibrant and Las Vegas look and feel.
Brand Difference: Quality of product, aesthetically pleasing and fashionable.
Brand Category: games and entertainment.

Product Description
•
Vegas Stacks poker chips are contained in a see-through acrylic tray.
•
Each tray holds 100 chips; 30 chips of $1 value, 30 chips of $5 value, 20 chips of $25 value,    
              10 chips of $50 value and10 chips of $100 value.
•
The weight of each chip is about 10~14 gm.
•
The chips are made of a mixture of plastic and clay.
•
The specialty of the chips is the shiny laser sticker in the middle of each chip.
•
There are 4 different designs, namely: Ultimate, Ace Casino, Las Vegas and Hi Roller.

Pricing of Product
•
Regular set retails at S$ 52.90 for plastic box
•
Buy 2 sets at 10% off for plastic box
•
Buy 3 sets at 15% off for plastic box
•
Buy 4 sets at 20% off for plastic box
•
Regular set retails at $135 for aluminium case
Placement of Product
•
Retail in 2 prime premises; Kuhl at Plaza Singapura and Simply Toys at Plaza Singapura.
•
Selling on eBay.
•
Other channels like Facebook or Blog.  
Promotion
•
Primary promotional tools:
Public Relation – magazine ads, interview client (Natt) and put article in a magazine
Direct Marketing – EDM
•

Secondary promotional tools:
Advertising – viral Facebook group, blog sale, point of sales ads, web online games
Sales promo – free gift (customized poker cards) and discounts: one deck of poker
cards for purchase of 2 boxes of chips, two decks of poker cards for
purchase of 3 boxes of chips.

Competitor(s)
•
Poker Manic
•
Online Store
- http://www.thepokermanic.com
•
Retail Store
- Ochomave shop at Kallang.
- Opening Hrs 11am - 9.30pm.
•
Products
- Card Guards
- Combo Sales
- Playing Cards
- Poker Accessories
- Poker Chip Sets
- Poker Chips (Loose)

- Poker DVDs
- Poker Novelties
- Roulette Wheel
- Tables/ Table Tops/ Layouts
Target Market Segment
•
Demographic:
- 18 to 35 years of age
- Both male and female.
- Uses credit card (s)
- Minimum earning of SGD 2500 per month
•
Psychographic:
- Traveler, urban, free-spirited, thrill-seeking, sociable, likes to play Majong and board
  games, enjoys social gathering, trendy and stylish
- Primarily existing poker players and secondarily, other brand loyalists.
Marketing Objectives
•
To generate brand awareness.
•
To create a brand image.
•
To generate sales.
•
To position the brand as the leader in sales of poker chips and related gaming products.
•
To gain market leader status (50%) in Singapore within a year.
•
To provide an alternative entertainment other than Mahjong (lifestyle).
•
To achieve turnover rate of goods to be 1000 to 2000 sets per year.
Positioning
•
Currently, consumers are not familiar with the brand yet and we might appear to be selling
normal quality poker chips. So we hope to achieve awareness and to position our brand as
the leader in selling poker chips at the end of the campaign.
•
We want the consumers to view us as providing them with premium quality in terms of
poker chips and poker related products.
•
You get more than what you pay for – delighting the customers.

USP/ESP
USP
•
High quality
•
Reasonable premium cost
•
More durable
•
Aesthetically pleasing
ESP
•
•
•

Alternative to Mahjong
Lifestyle of customers – feels good owning the chips, because they are aesthetically
pleasing
An essential item to have in a poker game

Overall Campaign Theme
•
Las Vegas look and feel
What the Company Wants to Tell the Audience
•
Vegas Stacks is about friends and fun – not just about gambling. Experience the thrill of
stacking up that mountain of chips, and add some spark to your next home party!
•
The outstanding quality of our products, especially our chips.
•
Not just some generic “China Brand”, this is Vegas Stacks!
•
Portability and ease of setting up a game. Everything well arranged in packaging.
•
Owning Vegas Stacks is a form of prestige and status.
Mandatory
•
Intended targeted customers are 18 years and above to protecting minors.
•
Brand personality – urban and vibrant, Las Vegas feeling
•
Company URL must be included in packaging
•
Content must be clearly stated in packaging
•
Company name and logo must be place in an obvious manner
•
Content of advertisement must give viewer clear and relevant information about the
product and company
•
Advertisement content must not be controversial or offending to the public.
•
Campaign/advertisement must add value to the brand and consumer.
•
Campaign/advertisement should be in line with the values and reputation of the company

TAPP
This is Jack. He is a 25 year old working in the financial industry. He came from a higher middle
income family, and had received good education. He graduated from NTU, faculty of business,
and he loves networking and socializing. He is friendly, well-spoken and image conscious. He likes
to purchase his clothes from boutiques like Armani Exchange, Zara, Guess and New Urban Male.
He often patronizes shops like, Starbucks, coffee club express and ‘Borders’. He dines in expensive
restaurant like Prego once every two weeks. He is stylish and trendy, often owning the latest gadgets
like iphone, MacBook Pro and PSP. He likes to drink liquor at pubs with friends. He travels once or
twice a year, depending on his work schedule. He is thrill-seeking, often package his holidays with
exciting activity like parachuting, scuba diving and mountain trekking.
He drives, and often invites his friends over to his condo to relax, watch soccer, drink or chitchat. He
is Internet savvy, and likes to play online poker. He watches HBO, Star movie, and documentary on
SCV, and listen to class 95, 98.7, and 98 FM. He stays fit and healthy by swimming and jogging during
his free time.
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Understanding the Market
Research Findigs on the Gaming Industry
For market research, the following shops were visited:
•
InQbox at Parkway Parade
•
InQbox at Raffles City
•
Ameba at Parkway Parade
•
Toy R Us at Forum, Orchard
At InQbox, the following facts were found out:
Customers :   they are mostly women, age range from 24 to 35, and few men at that age range.
Most of them seemed to be attracted by the display of products sold and design
of products. Shop assistants are also mostly female. Those who are interested to
look at the poker chips or casino products are men, age about 25 to 30 year old. At
time of visit, only two men (individually) were interested in the chips.
For promotional advertisement, InQbox only allows A4 or A5 size promotion posters
pasted at the wall of pigeon hole and some price stand beside the products.

		

InQbox @ Parkway Parade

InQbox @ Raffles City

Product Display @ InQbox, Parkway Parade

Product Display @ InQbox, Raffles City

Competitor products: Chips with diamond symbol plastic box and with aluminium box but
               without any brand label on box/case are already available in the market.
(1)
Clay chips with acrylic case (without value printed on chip) > $54.90
(2)
Inlay chips with acrylic case (without value printed on chip) > $49.90
(3)
Full clay chips (without value printed on chip) > $42.90
(4)
Monte Carlo brand (with value printed on chip) > most selling chip
$50++
(5)
Clay chips with two card decks (without value printed on chip) >
promo price $59.90
(6)
300 pcs Clay poker chips with aluminium case > $154
(7)
There was also a brand, named “STACKED”, which is offering $47.90 for
200 chips (without value printed on chip). (no photo available)

1
2
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6

5

At Ameba, there were no casino or poker related products sold. This may be the market opportunity
for Vegas Stacks to be the first to introduce poker chips there.

Ameba @ Parkway Parade

At Toy R Us, there was no customer for casino/poker related products at time of visit although there
are some China made products available.
China made JackPot brand:
•
Casino Poker Set - $39.95 each
•
4 in 1 Casino Set - $59.95 each
•
age limit - 18+

Toy R Us at Forum, Orchard

Market Opportunities for Vegas Stacks
The market opportunities are as follow:
•
Emergence of IR in Singapore makes more and more people to be interested to play casino/
poker kind of games.
•
Due to rising popularity of online shopping, broader market with less advertising and
shipping cost can be achieved.
•
More people become open minded to the notion of gambling.
•
Because it is a niche business, Vegas Stacks can focus well on this market since there are
only few competitors to face.
•
Having few local competitors at the moment is a good opportunity for Vegas Stacks to rise
to be a market leader one day.
•
By introducing poker chips in Ameba @ Parkway Parade, Vegas Stacks can be a market
leader at that store.
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UNDERSTANDING THE CLIENT
Marketing Mix
Describes the decisions made by marketers to appeal to their target markets and includes product,
distribution, promotion, pricing and services. It is set of tools that work together to achieve
company’s objectives.
Product:
Vegas Stacks poker chips and related gaming product. Product information: Vegas Stacks is now
launching high quality poker chips in two different type of packaging. The first one is four types of
poker chips each a hundred pieces in a transparent acrylic case and the second one will be three
hundred pieces of poker chips and two decks of poker card in a metal case. Each chip weighs 14
grams. Product benefits: It is aesthetically pleasing as the specialty of the chips is the shiny laser
sticker in the middle of each chip. They are of high quality and durable. Product identity: The logo
designed for Vegas Stacks is conveying a message; poker gaming is not just gambling or winning,
it also allows bonding with friends and family. It’s a form of an enjoyable entertainment. Our logo
incorporates a feeling of fun and vibrancy to poker gaming.  
Price:
$52.90 per box. It is consider slightly more costly than average chips. Promotional tools are used to
bring down the price in order to stay competitive in market. Competitor’s price: Between $45 to $50
Place:
Vegas Stacks’ chips are retail in 2 prime premises; Kuhl at Plaza Singapura and Simply Toys at Plaza
Singapura. It is also selling at virtual store on the internet such as ebay, blog and facebook. Location
in shop: The space allocated for Vegas Stacks is in the interior of the shop, facing the entrance. It is
consider a good location as it is prominent to the eyes of the customers.
Promotion:
A campaign that runs over a period of 5 to 6 months to create an increasing brand awareness and
generate sales for Vegas Stacks brand poker chips.
Advertising:
Effective packaging of the product can attract buyers as well as to leave a good impression of the
company in the minds of the consumers. Vegas Stacks is the first company to brand their poker chips
and has a competitive advantage over their competitors. Poker players will recognize the brand on

the packaging of the box while having a game of poker. It is a form of advertising.
Paper bag is another way of advertising. When consumers carry a paper bag brand with Vegas Stacks
logo, it announces the brand to everyone walking on the streets.
Point of sales refers to the place where Vegas Stacks’ poker chips were sold. Appropriate decoration
of the space is essential to attract attention and self advertised. Our proposal is to attach neon lights
in the ‘box’ to exude the Las Vegas feel as well as attracting and leading shoppers to Vegas Stacks’
pigeon hole in the shop.
Strategic magazine advertisement for Vegas Stacks is necessary to increase brand awareness and
to position the company in the market. It will be a half page magazine ad in IS magazine. Ad will be
feature for a month and will re-launch after one or two months depending on the sales and response
from the consumers.
Customized poker cards to be given free to customers who bought two sets of chips and above. This
not only gives an impression that Vegas Stacks’ chips are worth buying, it also provides an avenue for
free advertising when buyers uses the customized poker cards for their poker games.
Poster display in the point of sales, in this case, a display area at Simply Toys is to advertise and to
inform shoppers of the promotions that Vegas Stacks is having to increase sales of products.
E-Flyers are to inform target market segment of outdoor promotional events and the launching of an
online game.
Public Relations:
Stacking game in town - Campaign of Vegas Stacks includes organizing an event to promote
awareness and to catch attention. There are two street games in total, speed stacking and endurance
stacking. Venue will be at Orchard road or Cityhall and the games will commerce from 12pm to 5pm
on weekends. These games are design to further enhance the brand in the mind of the consumers
by doing the action of stacking, and ‘stack’ is the name of the company. Not only do the shoppers
get a chance to touch and feel the chips, they will also be charmed by these aesthetic poker chips
and might be tempted to buy. It will definitely boost the awareness of the brand as it attracts crowd
to the event. Top winners of both games will get a free box of poker chips from Vegas Stacks and
those who accomplish the task will get a 25% off while they purchase Vegas Stacks poker chips. The
objective of these games is to promote brand awareness through fun and games. Magazines will be

invited to write about the event and to interview both the contestants and the organisers. This will
boost the reputation of the company.
Online Marketing
Online game
To launch Vegas Stacks very own online game, with Vegas stacks brand tables, poker cards and chips.
This will not only introduce Vegas Stacks, it also promotes poker gaming in general, as more people
will know and learn about the game and enjoy the excitement of a poker game. This will indirectly
boost the sales of chips and related gaming product as more people are introduce to the game. Top
scorer of the month will get a discount voucher emailed to them as a reward.
Website
To develop a website to promote Vegas Stacks, establish credibility of the brand and to allow
interested consumers to look up for product and company information. Online poker game can also
be played on Vegas stacks’ website.
Facebook
Through Facebook, events invitations and company updates could be send out to target market
segment. Setting up of Facebook group to promote company as well as to act as a target market
database storage to collect information of potential customers.
Vegas Stacks online game can be upload as an application for everyone to play, and to introduce
Vegas Stacks to the world.
Electronic Direct Mailer
To inform target market group of events and updates.
Sales Promotion
Sales promotion of poker chips, purchase 2 sets at 10% off, 3 sets at 15% off and 4 sets at 20% off.
Other promotions include vouchers and discount coupons given out during events.
Direct Marketing
To send out online invites to target audience or TAPP to inform them of event and promotions from
Vegas Stacks. Invitations and updates could be send through emails or facebook from the database of
facebook as well as reliable sources such as data bought from database company.

Personal Selling
Printed name card design for client to be given out to his potential clients as well as working
partners. Name card represents the image of a company as well as a way to say hello.
Primary elements: Online and PR
Secondary elements: Advertising, sales promotions and direct marketing

SWOT ANALYSIS of VEGAS STACKS

Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•

•
•

Good quality
Aesthetic
First few brand of chips
Valuable for entertainment, enjoyment
and social interaction

•
•
•

Opportunities

Threats

•
•
•

•

•
•

 Emergence of IR
Rising popularity of online shopping
More open minded to the notion of
gambling
Niche business
Few local competitors at the moment

•

Not market leader yet
Slightly more costly compared to the
current China brands available in the
market
As this is a new product and brand, it will
require effective/more ads to create
awareness
Sells only the poker chips without cards
Only available online, with no proper

More competitors might arise in near
future
Anti-gambling government campaigns

Vegas Stacks’ Competitive advantages
Brand’s Competitive Advantages
Currently there are other existing competitors in the market selling the same products as Vegas
Stacks. Vegas Stacks closest competitor would be a local online poker products site at pokermanic.
com, followed by their point of sale competitors – other sellers who have rented a space in InQbox to
promote and sell their poker items.
The unique selling points of Vegas Stacks are,
•
it’s premium pricing for its quality
•
the quality of the chips
•
the aesthetic values of the chips
Unlike his competitors, Vegas Stacks is the first to brand its poker chips with a name, and position
itself to be more than just a tool for gambling.  Unlike its competitors, like Poker Manic and the other
retailers at InQbox that sell generic poker products, Vegas Stacks has a brand identity. It possesses
a brand character which its competitors does not own. Vegas Stacks is positioned as a brand that
encourages social interaction as a healthy recreational entertainment.
In the aspect of products, as compared to sold at Poker Manic, Vegas Stacks sells chips which are
relatively cheaper and the chips are available in acrylic cases in smaller quantity, unlike those sold at
Poker Manic – the chips are available 300 pieces and comes in metallic and wooden cases.
In terms of the point of sale products, Vegas Stacks will stand out as it is brand completely differently
from its competitors who sell every poker products, ranging from poker guides to poker cards. Every
product is placed into that one pigeon hole, without much clear distinction of what’s the difference
in the respective poker chips available. However, with our branding of Vegas Stacks, it comes with a
clear distinction between the High Roller, Las Vegas, Ace Casino, and Ultimate.

developing the brand dna of vegas stacks
While developing the brand DNA of Vegas Stacks, we take the target audience in to considerations
and how we can establish this brand so that we are able to market it to the right market segment.
The brand DNA consists of 5 parts – brand category, brand character, brand benefit, brand difference
and lastly, brand credibility.
Brand Category:
Vegas Stacks falls into the entertainment and games category. It is not regarded as a part of gambling
per se as Vegas Stacks is considered to be a form of social entertainment to enhance interaction and
quality time among friends.
Brand Character:
As our target audience is PMEBs, we are looking to establish a brand character that is modern and
fun, while trying to retain some of the Vegas look and feel. Vegas Stacks is a brand that promotes
social interaction and togetherness with family and friends.
Brand Benefit:
The benefits for the brand are the provision of entertainment, enjoyment and it promotes social
interaction. Vegas Stacks provides their owners an alternative to the typical mundane lifestyle of
Singaporeans. Owning Vegas Stacks also provides
Brand Difference:
The quality of Vegas Stacks poker chips, unlike the regular chips, is fashionable and stylish – like a
designer asset of the poker game.
Brand Credibility:
Vegas Stacks are high quality chips tagged with a reasonable price as compared to the other
premium quality chips. Not only is it aesthetically pleasing, it is durable. Customers can also obtain
information on the client and contact the supplier anytime through the website.

Brand identity development for vegas stacks
The concept of the brand’s logo is built on the element of fun from the game of poker, which is
more than just winning. It illustrates the idea of the stacking the chips together in a playful manner.
However, the use of the primary color black gives the logo and modern look and the tinge of the red
gives the logo an edge.
The brand name “Vegas Stacks” is illustrated with font style Circulate BRK to compliment the shapes
of the poker chips. It also accents the element of fun of the brand logo.  A balance is struck between
the style of illustration and the choice of colors to provide a fun and modern look to meet the
product’s target audience.
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UNDERSTANDING THE CONSUMER
Factors influencing the typical vegas stacks consumers
Consumer behaviour is the study of behavioural patterns of people when they buy or do not buy
products – such as when, why, how, where and what do they purchase or not purchase. Consumer
behaviour can be affected by several factors, and exploring the factors that influences consumer
behaviour will provide a better understanding of how each factor may affect the development of
Vegas Stacks.
Generation Y
Generation Y is a cohort which consists of those people born from 1980 to 1999. Generation Y are
primarily the offspring of the Baby Boomers. As they are well educated and grew up with computers
and technology, so they tend to be knowledgeable and technologically savvy. They are sociable,
confident, and open-minded personnel. They believe strongly in success, and are driven in their
career and life. Because of this, they are always trying to lead lifestyle of people whom they visualize
as successful and this lead to being brand conscious. They are talented, always looking for challenges
and love to try new things. Because they are sociable, they tend to be global, civic and communityminded. In terms of work, they are driven, optimistic and are team workers, but will challenge
and question their superiors and can be very impatient. They usually do things that make sense to
them, not just do what they were told to. Since Vegas Stacks’ target audience and consumers are
generally the Gen Ys, the four factors influencing the consumer’s behaviour will be in reference to
the characteristics of the Gen Y.
Cultural
Culture refers to the family and institution that brought up an individual. Different types of family
and institution teaches different behaviour. In addition to culture, sub-cultures also play a part in
affecting consumer behaviour. Sub-culture refers to the groups of people with shared value systems
based on common life experiences.
As the emergence of IR in Singapore, the gambling culture in Singapore is going to affect each
and every individual. Most Singaporeans use to view gambling as something negative, and usually
teaches and instills such thoughts and culture in the minds of their off springs. We are always told
since young that once you start gambling, you will be addicted and get yourself into debts and
eventually, will cost you your life and family. This is one of the factors why poker is not commonly
played in Singapore. But with the emergence of IR, the open-minded, knowledgeable and sensible

Gen Y personals, also Vegas Stacks’ consumers will definitely try things that use to be so forbidden
to them. Because of their knowledge and cultural experience, they are aware of the negative side
of gambling and believe that they will not get into trouble since they already know the danger
(optimistic). This will change the entire gambling culture in Singapore and thus encourage private
gaming and gaming related businesses.
Social
The social factor comprises of one’s reference groups, family, and roles and status. Social class is
the relative permanent and ordered divisions whose members share similar values, interests and
behaviours. People within the same social class tend to exhibit similar buying behaviour and trends.
Social classes are determined by factors such as income, occupation, education, wealth and other
variables.
As the target audiences of Vegas Stacks are generally sociable personals, they tend to gather with
friends and pick up interest from one another. As poker is a social game, one can easily influence
another to start playing. This may lead to the prospering of private gaming in Singapore. A more
open-minded society also affects the playing and buying of poker products. Poker, with is a form of
gambling, does not consider as being a bad habit like it had use to a decade ago. It is more like a form
of social interaction with friends and family. Referring back on the characteristics of our TAPP, they
are usually well educated and holding a high paying job. This allows them to be able to spend and
buy poker chips and other poker related products. As their jobs might allow them to come in contact
with expats and Caucasians, they might also tend to be influence by them and pick up playing poker.
Vegas Stacks consumers mostly came from middle to high income families as stated in our TAAP,
and they might be influence by their parents and relatives to play poker instead of Majong. All these
social factors greatly influence the buying behavior of Vegas Stacks consumers.
Personal
The personal factor refers to one’s age and life cycle, occupation, economic situation, and
personality. People change the goods and services they want or require over their lifetime. Each
phase in life entails a different set of preference and need. Different occupation and financial
situation will also dictate the goods and services bought by a consumer. Lastly, an individual’s
personality refers to the lifestyle identification which consists of his/her opinions, interests and the
activities he/she takes part in.  
For the consumers who choose Vegas Stacks poker chips, they see poker as an entertainment, a
lifestyle and a way of social interaction. Poker is more like an ‘in’ thing for them as it was quite

uncommonly played last time. Consumers of Vegas Stacks love challenge and trying new things,
Poker makes an interesting, exciting and challenging game to them. It sort of reflecting their
personality; the need to socialize; love to experience excitement in life, financially affluent, and an
interesting lifestyle. Because of brand consciousness, Vegas Stacks are ahead of their competitor by
branding poker chips. It gave the consumers a sense of credibility as well as prestige. They wouldn’t
mind spending a little more for a brand as they have the spending power. Hence we feel that this
personal factor will help boost the success of Vegas Stacks.  
Psychological
This psychological factor refers to one’s motivation, perception, learning, and beliefs and attributes.

For Vegas Stacks consumers, they mostly fall in the Self-Esteem level in the Maslow hierarchy of
needs. In their mid-twenties, they value their achievements and are confidence individual. They like
the excitement of poker, and the feeling of victory. They like to see their winnings pile up game after
game. They feel confident and a sense of achievement when they win the game. This psychological
state can also affect the buying behavior of Vegas Stacks consumers. As aesthetic and quality chips
are the USP of Vegas Stacks brand poker chips, consumer will feel good and confident owning them.

MARKET SEGMENTING FOR VEGAS STACKS AND TAPP
A market segment is a subgroup of people or organizations sharing one or more characteristics that
cause them to have similar product and/or service needs.  It is a key element of a target marketing
strategy in which large markets, where customers possess different characteristics, is divided into
smaller market segments in which customers are grouped by characteristic shared by others in the
segment.
Examples of market segment include geographic, demographics and psychographics variables.
Geographical segment consist of region of a country, in this case, Vegas Stacks’ consumers can be
mainly from the central, as mention in our TAPP, they came from well to do families, and housings
at that region are more expensive. Vegas Stacks brand chips are also selling at central area such as
Orchard and Cityhall.
Demographics segment includes age, gender, education, income, occupation, race and religion and
socioeconomic status. For Vegas Stacks’ TAPP, the age segment will be people between 18 to 35
years of age and mainly males. Males are generally more daring and they enjoy the excitement of
poker game more than females. They are mostly well-educated, spoke mainly English and earning
an income between two thousand five to five thousand dollars. They probably work in the finance
industry and climbing the corporate ladder. These people have more exposure to the society and also
come in contact with more Caucasians and are most likely to be influence by the Western culture.
Because of their income, they are most willing to spend on Vegas Stacks’ product as well as poker
games. Another demographics segment will be race and religion. Vegas Stacks is targeting on mainly the
Chinese, the Indians, the Eurasian and the Caucasians as poker gaming is consider a bad habit for the
Malays. And lastly, for socioeconomic status, they are mostly the PMEBs and are from well to do families.  
As for psychographic segment, we further divide the TAPP of Vegas Stacks into smaller segment,
which includes lifestyle, value, attitude and personality. They are mainly brand and image conscious,
enjoy leading a high life and are technologically savvy. They have the latest gadget and are updated
in technology, always getting ahead of their peers. They value their friends and social life, and
respect those who are better than them. They are serious in their career, and aim to be successful
in life. They are competitive, creative and individualistic personnel. They love challenges, fun and
excitement, and love the feeling of victory.  
POSITIONING VEGAS STACKS
Vegas Stacks is a premium brand for poker chips and poker related products and is an essential in
every poker game.
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the creative brief

CREATIVE BRIEF
ADVERTISING
Print & Interactive

Date :
Client :
Job No.:
Job Name:
Servicing :
Creative :

03/03/2008
Vegas Stacks
BB/03/09/001
Advertising Campaign
Natt Srinara
DC2 The Idea Box

Timeline:
1st Internal Visual: 18/03/2008 (Wed)
2nd Internal Visual: 25/06/2008 (Wed)
Submission Date: 30/03/2008 (Mon)
Presentation Date: 30/03/2008 (Mon)
Brief Writer: Constance Ho

1) Background
Vegas Stacks is a newly set up company and is in need of a brand identity and campaign to increase
its brand awareness. This campaign will position Vegas Stacks in the poker gaming industry in
Singapore and eventually generate sales for the company.
2) The Brand
Vegas Stacks is a newly set up company in Singapore and wish to position itself as a premium brand
for the sales of poker chips and other poker related products. Its main competitor is Poker Manic
and they have an online store as well as a retail shop at Kallang. Vegas Stacks believe in giving their
customers the best so their products are of high quality in terms of made material and aesthetic
aspects. As poker gaming is getting more popular in Singapore, being the first few pioneer to launch a
brand in the gaming industry definitely has its own benefits and potential.
3) Design Specifications (What needs to be produced? Include size, shape, finishing etc)
Packaging:
To design a rectangular 4cm x 18cm strip of sticker stretching from the top to the side of the
transparent acrylic box. It will be of matt finish, spot UV on the logo, the product name and the
frame encircling around the rectangular sticker. It will adopt the Las Vegas look and feel.

4) Suggested Themes
Fun, vibrant and urban, combines with Las Vegas look and feel.
5) Target Audience
Demographic:
- 18 to 35 years of age
- Both male and female.
- PMBEs
- Minimum earning of SGD 2500 per month

Psychographic:
- Traveller, urban, free-spirited, thrill-seeking, sociable, trendy and stylish
- Primarily existing poker players and secondarily, other brand loyalists.
6) Desired Response
Hey this is the premium brand for poker chips, I need to get it because I want to show them off to my
pals during poker games.
7) Mandatories
Shoppers must be able to see the design of the chips. The packaging must not cover the entire acrylic
box. Packaging must include brand name, number and distribution of chips. Brand name must be
place prominently on the packaging and of appropriate size. Fun, vibrant and urban, combines with
Las Vegas look and feel.

End of Brief
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the proposed creatives

VEGAS STACKS MOODBOARD

Logo Style Guide :
Logo:

Logo & SIgnature:

Primary Fonts: Circulate BRK

Secondary Fonts: 2RebelDeux-Regular

Colours:
C
M
Y
K

Graphics Reference:
0%
0%
0%
0%

C 0%
M 0%
Y 0%
K 90 %

C
5%
M 90%
Y 8 9%
K 0%

Stickers on acrylic box
www.vegasstacks.com
14 table gram

Las Vegas
hips
Poker C

www.vegasstacks.com

14 table gram

more than just winning
30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

more than just winning

High Roller
hips
Poker C

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

more than just winning

100 chips per box

Ultimate
hips
Poker C
14 table gram

www.vegasstacks.com

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

14 table gram

www.vegasstacks.com

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

100 chips per box

ace casino
hips
Poker C

100 chips per box

more than just winning

100 chips per box

PACKAGING :

PACKAGING :

Stickers on acrylic box

Sticker (packaging):
The reason for using sticker for the packaging is because we believe that it is of the most efficient
and practical. Buyers will less likely bother to remove the sticker from the box and this allow the
sticker to maximize its potential in advertising and building brand awareness. It is a 4cmx18cm
rounded rectangle sticker. This allows the design of the chips to be clearly seen in the box. Black
is use as background to exude the timeless, classy and casino look and feel. Red border is use to
deliver the Las Vegas mood as well as being in line with the brand identity. Fortuna Dot font was
use for the name of the poker chips to further enhance the Las Vegas and casino look and feel of
the packaging.

more than just winning

more than just winning
more

than

just

winn

ing

The Box set
s
ker Chip

Po
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500 chips per box | 2 deck of cards | 14 table gram
www.vegasstacks.com

Customised Poker Cards
The colour and font are
similar to the sticker for
consistency. The logo of
the company is place in the
centre of the cards as it is
the most common position
to catch attention. When the
cards are use fro playing,
it will serve its purpose in
reminding target audience of
brand and also to promote
brand awareness.

Sticker for The Box Set

Tags for The Box Set
We have designed two different tags for
two different purposes. One is a gift tag, to
allow buyer to write something on the tag
before giving it out as a gift. This allows Vegas
Stack chips to have an advantage over their
competitors in terms of thoughtfulness. The
design of the gift tag is consistent with the
other collaterals, using the same colors and
font type. Another tag is design for the metal
case. As the surface of the case is not suitable
for a sticker to be paste on it, we have design
a tag to be hang at the handle of the case to
deliver important information such as the
company’s name and logo and the amount
and types of chips.  

Contains:
300 poker chips
+
2 decks of poker cards
more than just winning

www.vegasstacks.com

To:
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From:

+65 9488 1300
ww.veg
a
s
W: w
st a
c

o.com.sg
yaho
@
ra

M:

Natt Srinara
m
.co
ks

a
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E: na
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r
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Business Card:
The namecard of the company adopt a circular shape as it is a representation of a poker chip.
The design display consistency with all other collaterals and the layout of the name and other
necessary information are easy to read and exude a fun mood. As name card is a way of saying
hello, the design strongly introduces the company’ nature of business as well as its brand image.

Gift Bags:
This gives benefit to both parties; retail store and Vegas Stacks. By designing Vegas Stacks paper
bags not only with her logo and info but also with the logo of respective store at where her brand
poker chips are sold (eg.,for InQbox), it gives some relation of this bag to store. Store can reduce
printing their paper bags quantity and enjoy free paper bags. Moreover, Vegas Stacks can also be
advertised with effective and efficient way. Because 3 different sizes are available, the paper bags
can be used effectively and no wastage would be encountered.

INVOICE

Blk 582 Tampines Street 23
#09-526 Singapore 520512
Telephone: +65 9488 1300

DESCRIPTION

QTY

DATE:
INVOICE #

March 24, 2009
1

BILL TO:

Name
Company Name
Street Address
City, ZIP Code
Telephone

RATE

AMOUNT
$

SUBTOTAL $
GST
Make all checks payable to

OTHER

Vegas Stacks Pte Ltd

TOTAL $

7%

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS!

Invoice:
This is necessary for client to be able to communicate well for financial matter with the retail
stores or customers.

Enjoy
the
satisfaction
in stacking
these
exquisite
chips
and the
company
that
comes
along.
After all,
it is
more
than
just
winning.

more than just winning
www.vegasstacks.com

Magazine Ad

Join in the stack of fun

win prices

at our online poker games
www.vegasstacks.com
Enjoy
the
satisfaction
in stacking
these
exquisite
chips
and the
company
that
comes
along.
After all,
it is
more
than
just
winning.

NOW ON FACEBOOK TOO!

more than just winning

Electronic Direct Mailer

Magazine Ads:
The magazine ad sticks to the primary color of the brand – black and uses its brand identity’s red
and black border to enhance the branding of Vegas Stacks. It also emphasizes on the satisfaction
of stacking the chips with its visuals and copy – indicating that there is more to Vegas Stacks than
just winning. The ad depicts the satisfaction in the poker game is having that stack of chips, and
to stack on the fun, a game of Vegas Stacks will bring provide social interaction and togetherness
among friends and family.
The magazine is a strategic ad which advertises the brand, Vegas Stacks to create awareness in the
market. This ad uses a subtle corporate approach with its grayscale visuals that would meet the
target audience.
The choice of sans serif fonts is used for the copy to match the identity of Vegas Stacks and it sits
nicely along the “side” of the chips. The copy is laid out in the “stacked” format at the side of the
chips to stay coherent to the brands identity. The focal point of the ad is the palm holding on to
the stack of chips and the trail of copy follows the chips, providing the reader a sense of visual
continuity that eventually leads to the logo at the center bottom of the page.
Electronic Direct Mailer
The EDM kept to the same visuals as the magazine ad. We felt that it is important to keep to the
same visual at this point of time the product is still at its introduction stage in its product life cycle,
so that once viewers sees the EDM, they can identify with it as Vegas Stacks right away. However,
the EDM is more of a tactical ad that advertises for the online game available at Vegas Stacks website. The fonts used for the promotion is identical to the sub-brand names, which also provides the
ad with a tinge of Las Vegas feel, yet retaining the slightly quirky, fun look of Vegas Stacks.

When one is not enough....

STACK UP THE FUN now
with our promotions!

10% off with the purchase of 2 sets

15% off with the purchase of 3 sets

20%

4

off with the purchase of
sets
And a deck of VEGAS STACKS poker cards

free with the purchase of 2 sets of poker chips!

Promotional Posters:
The art direction of the poster is also kept to the brand image and identity. Black background with
the red and black border, it remain consistence with the other collaterals. The image of many
poker chips being stacked up is chosen as it is relevant to the name of the company as well as it is
an activity that all poker can relate to. The font use are Fortuna Dot and Impact as they are able
to complement each other. The lines of the copy are all stack up again emphasize the action of
stacking the chips as well as the name of the company. White, yellow and red color text are use to
exude the Las Vegas look and feel as well as to catch attention and allow focus to the copy. The fun
way of arranging the text will definitely catch the attention of the fun loving target audience.

Vegas Stacks Website

The website adheres very closely to the brand identity of Vegas Stacks. It uses a clean template
that shows stacks of chips and poker cards. The website also kept to the brand’s corporate color,
black and red. Since the main product for sale for Vegas Stacks are its chips, we have used chips
as a representation for the tabs. The website uses a very straightforward layout of information to
facilitate web navigation. There are basically 5 tabs to the website – Homepage, Deal ( the page
that talks about the brand, what is Vegas Stacks about, how the brand derived, and what is the
positioning of the brand ), Chips (the page that customers can make their online purchase of the
chips), Games (the page that allows customers or poker enthusiasts to connect to an online poker
game where the player with the highest score gets to win vouchers or free chips) and finally, Contact, the page that you may email a feedback or enquiries directly to the management of Vegas
Stacks.  

more than just winning

the proposed budget

PROPOSED BUDGET
Proposal (1)
No.

Description

Amount (S$)*

1

Packaging – Rectangular Stickers for plastice box
Qty: 150 / 200 / 300 / 400, Size: 140 x 35mm,
Paper: 90gsm woodfree sticker, Finishing: 1 side spot U.V, diecut, trim
(Price is for all quantities because of minimum charge)

2

Packaging – Round Tag for aluminium case
Qty: 50 / 100, Size: 60 x 60mm, Paper: 230gsm ivory card
Printing: 4C x 4C, Finishing: 2 sides spot U.V., diecut, trim
(Price is for all quantities due to minimum charge and Qty)
(digital printing)

3

Name cards (4C x 4C, 1 side spot U.V., Qty: 200)

4

Invoice (4C, A4 size, 80 gsm woodfree paper, Qty: 3000)

5

Posters for point of sales (4C, A4 size, 128 gsm Matt Art paper, Qty: 10)

6

Paper Bags (4C, 200 gsm Glossy Art card, Qty: 300)

650.00

7

Electronic decoration for point of sales

100.00

8

Customized poker cards (Qty: 500 sets)

3000.00

9

Magazine Ad (subject to magazine, it may be FOC)

200.00

10

Interview article to be put in a magazine (subject to magazine, it may be
FOC)

300.00

11

Website & online games applications

800.00

40.00
300.00
30.00

5000.00
Buffer (10%)
TOTAL

* All prices include GST 7%

1750.00

1217.00
13387.00

Proposal (2)
No.

Description

Amount (S$)*

1

Packaging – Rectangular Stickers for plastice box
Qty: 150 / 200 / 300 / 400, Size: 140 x 35mm,
Paper: 90gsm glossy sticker, Finishing: diecut, trim
(Price is for all quantities because of minimum charge)

1300.00

2

Packaging – Round Tag for aluminium case
Qty: 50 / 100, Size: 60 x 60mm, Paper: 260gsm artcard
Printing: 4C x 4C, Finishing: diecut, trim
(Price is for all quantities due to minimum charge and Qty)
(digital printing)

3

Name cards (4C x 4C, Qty: 200)

4

Invoice (4C, A4 size, 80 gsm woodfree paper, Qty: 3000)

5

Posters for point of sales (4C, A4 size, 128 gsm Matt Art paper, Qty: 10)

6

Paper Bags (4C, 200 gsm Glossy Art card, Qty: 300)

650.00

7

Electronic decoration for point of sales

100.00

8

Customized poker cards (Qty: 500 sets)

3000.00

9

Magazine Ad (subject to magazine, it may be FOC)

200.00

10

Interview article to be put in a magazine (subject to magazine, it may be
FOC)

300.00

11

Website & online games applications

350.00

30.00
300.00

5000.00
Buffer (10%)
TOTAL

* All prices include GST 7%

30.00

1126.00
12386.00
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the Development

per box

s of $1
s of $5
of $25
of $50
of $100

clay
tacks.com
China

GIFT TAG
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100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

Las Vegas
hips
Poker C

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

100 chips per box

Diamond shape sticker are
paste on the left on top of the
box than stretch down to the side.

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China
100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

STICKERS

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

more than just winning

100 chips per box

Ace casino

100 chips per box

ultimate
more than just winning

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

100 chips per box

more than just winning

transparent sticker to
allow even more visibility
of chips in the box.

Fro

more than

Different type of chips
has different colour
to represent them.

Fro

Packaging
for Vegas Stacks
Hi-Roller
more than just winning

s Vegas

STICKERS
100 chips per box

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

Packaging for Vegas

Las Vegas

GIFT TAGS
Diamond shape sticker are
paste on the left on top of the
box than stretch down to the side.

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100
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100 chips per box

more than just winning

more t

GIFT TAGS

Diamond shape sticker are
paste on the left on top of the
box than stretch down to the side.

Las Vegas
hips
Poker C

All 4 rectangular stickers are
paste on the right on top of the
box than stretch down to the side.

to

to:

fr
100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

ultimate
more than just winning

100 chips per box

more than just winning

transparent sticker to
allow even more visibility
of chips in the box.

Front

from:

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China
100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

100 chips per box

Hi-Roller

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

Ace casino

more than just winning
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Front

30 pieces of $1
30 pieces of $5
20 pieces of $25
10 pieces of $50
10 pieces of $100

transparent sticker to
allow even more visibility
of chips in the box.

100 chips per box

100% clay
www.vegasstacks.com
Made in China

more than just winning

Back
more than just winning

Different type of chips
has different colour
to represent them.

Front

to:
All 4 rectangular stickers are

more than just winning

